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questions, someone asked that I unpack the phrase: “the 
poem’s argument.” 

 What is the difference between poetry and rhetoric?

 One holds an argument as snake handlers might 
a diamondback. The rhetorician grips, securely, the scaly  
collar, ensuring the serpent doesn’t bite. 

	 The	poet,	however,	may	find	purchase	further	down	
the	spine,	leaving	the	viper	free	to	writhe,	to	strike.	

snake handling
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     what happened 
     into what you “had” 
     to have happen.

bama     a	black,	out	from	the	outback,
     thus, an out black.

black     indicates a preinscribed mark
	 	 	 	 	on	a	blanked	surface.	 	 	
  
blackface, blacks in  a double-niggative.

blackface, nonblacks in  purifying	curative:  
     hair	of	the	wog	that	you	bit.	

black feminism   ain’t I 
     ain’t that woman?

black masculinism   trick	of	trying	to	be the Man 
     with(out) being his Dick. 

some terms for black study
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black materialism c.1850  the	condition	of	wanting	
	 	 	 	 	one’s	self	for	one’s	self.

black materialism c.1960  as	before,	with	the	progress	 
	 	 	 	 	of	wanting	one’s	self
     to want as intensely  
     what others want.

black materialism c.2000  as	before,	with	the	want	 
	 	 	 	 	of	wanting	one’s	self	
	 	 	 	 	from	wanting	no	want.

blackness  	 	the	condition	of being the shit 
     when it happens. 

black power   a	theory	of	negative	capability.

blues, the    getting over 
     just getting over it
     by going down
     to get down in it.

bootylicious   a diametric measure 
	 	 	 	 	of	revulsion-cum-desire.

bourgie     mobility, no; 
     mo ability, no;
     moor ability, no;
     more ability, so. 
 
code switching   when	high-functioning	 
     masochists mistake 
	 	 	 	 	their	tongues	for	whips. 
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dope     not low meaning low  
     but low meaning high
     and high not being low. 
      
funk     fruit	of	hard	work	 
	 	 	 	 	from	working	out
     how to put in work 
     on working you better work  
     into you better work!

ghetto fabulous   abjet d’art. 

hip hop    a Trojan Horse  
	 	 	 	 	mistaken	for	a	piñata;
     or vice versa; and both.

ho     one	imagined	as	a	hole	to	be	filled 
     with the imaginer’s void.  
  
jazz     a	proxy	for	well-used	instruments.

mammy    puts the milk 
     in “milk and hunny.”  

maroon    a once-strapped umber  
	 	 	 	 	encumbered	with	freedom. 
 
master    one who possesses 
     and thus dispossesses
	 	 	 	 	the	dissed	from	self-possession.

negress    a	professional 
     at being being a black woman.

negro    an	anacrownism	signifying	(on)
     dinged and dingy dignity.
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negrobilia    cute .

negrocious    a whole mess  
	 	 	 	 	of	black	eye	appease.
 
negrocity    the	pitch	of	one’s	blackness. 
 
negrotesque, the   so	much	much	of	blackness	 
     staged that crowds aren’t sho
     the show done
     started. 

neo soul    forward-looking	nostalgia;	 
     i.e. yearning to be 
     tomorrow’s loop today.  

nigga     a	term	of	endeerment 
     during buck seasons.

nigga shit    the you know how  
     that they do.

nigger   (see the black automaton, pg. 54)

noise    (see signal) a signal  
	 	 	 	 	you	find	noisome.

passing    being	fain	to	feint	faintness. 
    
pimps     those who make something 
	 	 	 	 	off	the	ones	they	make	nothing.	

political correctness	 	slang	for	the	powerful’s	offense 
     at no longer being empowered 
		 	 	 	 	to	sling	offense	at	long	dis-
     empowered beings with impunity. 
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post-black    I just (re)can’t.

post-race    a	way	of	passing	the	buck.

post-racism    a	way	of	bucking	the	past.

post-soul   (see soul) i.e. Achilles  
     and the tortoise: 
	 	 	 	 	plays	the	heel	for	spectators	 
	 	 	 	 	of	the	race.  

quadroon    a two-bit black 
	 	 	 	 	for	four-times	the	bucks. 

race card	 	 	 	white	idiom	for:	 
	 	 	 	 “shut	the	fuck	up,	nigger!”	 	

racial profiling   to	find	what	you’re	looking	for
     even when it’s somewhere else.

racism    an	often	transparent	value	
	 	 	 	 	system	of	predetermining	
     invisible content
     via opaque containers.

ratchet    the nouveau impoveriche. 

reverse racism   alibi	baby,	from	the	tiptop.

sadity    one with a pot to shit in 
     and your window to throw it into. 
 
self-hating    a present-time pastime  
     when past-time presses  
     the present so past oppression’s  
     presence comes to pass. 
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sellout    has skin in the game 
     and is game to game skin  
     to win when skin is the game. 

signal   (see noise) a noise 
	 	 	 	 	you	find	significant. 

slave     one whose dissed position
	 	 	 	 	is	that	of	possession
     at the possessor’s  
     disposition.

soul     showing the shortest distance  
     between now and them  
     is a strait line.

sublime, the  ...and on and on
     to the break—

swag     keeping juice oustide its bottle.

transgressive, black  burning a bridge  
     you’re stood on. 

uncle tom    a human shield 
     with no humans involved.
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mess studies

shit-talk 
Mess	is	rubbish’s	cousin,	garbage’s	flesh	and	blood:	akin	to	
what anthropologist Mary Douglas calls matter out of place.

 Yet mess, unlike garbage, calls to Order—beyond 
the	matter	mattering,	mess	places	place	in	the	center	of	its	 
disheveltry. What the hell is this mess? Clean up this mess. 
You are making a mess. In each case, Order’s displacement 
is	in	eyeshot	of	its	reinstatement.	Perhaps	an	easy,	if	messy,	
way	to	understand	mess	is	as	the	passage	from	Order	to	gar-
bage. Mess, thus, is liminal.

 Mess cleans up, too. In many black American vernac-
ulars, mess	understudies	for	shit,	 itself	a	material	of	great	 
mutability. Talking all that mess tucks the turd’s shirt in,  
as it were. But—like any euphemism—the shit’s there below  
the tongue, dirt under a pink rug.1 We must remember this, 
as mess, like shit, has a protean quality—mess is shit  
that	can’t	be	fixed,	only	repaired.

1	 As	the	rapper	Beanie	Sigel	writes,	“Even	if	you	mute	it,	
the curse is there” (“Ignorant Shit,” 2007).
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 Shit	 is	the	first	cussword	my	parents	knew	I	said.	
It	remains	my	favorite.	I’ll	highlight	the	two	usages	that	
mean the most to me.

 Shit as disdained and/or prized matter.2

	 Shit	as	exclamation	of	failure.3 

	 I	recognize	the	term	is	vulgar	to	some,	but	for	me,	
its	 versatility	 (which	 directly	 impacts	 its	 frequency),	 its	
connotative and denotative capacities, plus its pun-ready 
character	so	easily	outstrip	concern	for	it	being	a	“bad	word”	
that,	frankly,	I	wonder	at	how	dulled	such	a	one-note	read-
ing	of	it	is.

double-jointed literacy 
One	mess	I	yen	behind	is	pun,	a	mess	of	message	where	
mess	 means	 confusion	 and	 excess.	 Pun	 teems	 meaning. 
It	is	marginalized	speech	due	to	this	willful	and	perverse	
disorder. It is a shit talk, but one can pun to talk shit.  
The user trope-a-dopes listeners, briar patching their  
access	to	the	message’s	multiplicity.	Pun	is	double-jointed	
literacy—not	 a	 broken,	 say,	English.	 Pun	 is	 some	 prima	
materia	of	signifyin.4

	 Pun	is	not	solely	verbal.	I	think	the	cakewalk	is	a	
kinetic pun. Flipping a bird a gestural one. But pun, like 
mess, needs sorting. Trash is already sorted and sordid.

2 The	former,	George	Carlin	put	thusly:	Other	people’s	
stuff	is	shit	and	your	shit	is	stuff.	The	latter:	That’s that shit!
3 My editor, Diana Arterian, notes the perhaps apoc-
ryphal	factoid	that	“shit”	is	the	word	most	uttered	before	the	
speaker	suffers	an	accidental	death.
4	 That	practice	of	shit	talk	that	allowed	black	folk	(who	
were	legally	and	socially	shit	folk)	to	talk	shit	and	not	just	take	
shit without ending up in deep shit.


